
P6	B777	06/17							by	Helpful	kiwi	

A	small	addition	to	the	excellent	notes	already	provided	on	this	site.	Once	again,	all	

personal	opinion	and	written	for	new	joiners/new	to	type	so	take	no	offense	for	the	

step	by	step	basics	detailed	here,	please	accept	in	the	manner	it	is	intended.	

OMDW	30	–	OMAA	31R		Capt’s	pro9ile	

� 	

� � 	

@	Hold	Point,	ran	the	steps	as	per	the	brie9ing	card	provided.	(	particularly	

important	for	the	FO	pro9ile	as	the	RWY/TO	data	change	checklist	is	included	as	

engines	already	running	)	

150m	all	zones	+9	so	EAI	on	but	no	runup	reqd	



Operationally	for	LVO	we	discussed	the	need	for	good	listen	out,	look	for	stop	bar,	

use	ILS	for	lineup	and	make	sure	the	tower	knows	if	we	reject	the	takeoff.	If	the	

fault	is	carried	into	the	air	we	can	return	for	a	CAT3B	if	required.	Quick	review	

QRH.	

• around	100kts	FIRE	CARGO	FWD	eicas/master	warning	and	aural.	PM	call	

and	cancel.	PF	call	stop	and	RTO	actions	including	the	initiation	of	alert	

phase..	

“	ATTN,	Crew	at	stations”	X	2		We	made	sure	tower	knew	we	were	stopped	

and	put	all	lts	on	before	PF	calls	“	conCirm	the	Cire	“	………	

We	talked	about	bringing	up	air	page	to	view	cargo	temp	and	selecting	the	

ext	cam	on	,	and	asking	for	9ire	services	to	our	pos	for	a	visual	before	

initiating	an	evac	?	reset	to	Take	Off	posn.	

• 2nd	Takeoff	just	before	VR	we	got	the	FIRE	ENG	R	eicas,	no	aural	alert	due	

inhibit,	so	quite	easy	to	miss	surprisingly.	PM	call	“Eng	Fire”,	or	“Fire	eng	R”,	

either	call	OK	for	awareness	only	at	this	stage.	

						PF	“	check”	PM	easy	to	miss	the	“rotate”	call	here.	

						After	gear	up,	AP	in	not	below	200agl	is	a	hard	limit	(	Checker	reminded	us	of	

this	in	the	brief	so	perhaps	has	been	an	issue	on	this	pro9ile	?)	note	the	

elevation	on	this	departure	

@400	agl,	Master	Warning	and	Aural	for	9ire	warning	occurred	so	for	those	guys	

new	to	CX	or	to	the	trippler	think	about	the	calls,	if	you	have	already	called	

the	mode	changes,	ie	THR	REF	/	VNAV	SPD	,		it	is	easy	to	respond	to	the	9ire	

call	with	the	standard	“check	Cire	eng	LR,	Cire	eng	LR	mem	items…..”	,	however	

if	the	Fire	call	came	before	the	mode	change	it	may	be	a	good	idea	to	use	the	

“	conCirm	the	Cire/failure”	call	to	get	back	into	sequence.	

Even	at	D	TO	2	-56	in	the	ER,	the	all	engs	rate	of	climb	is	very	good	up	to	the	

point	the	thrust	lever	is	retarded	to	idle	so	expect	to	be	running	the	memory	

items	and	cleaning	up	at	the	same	time,	personally	I	try	NOT	to	call	the	active	

thrust	mode	during	this	sequence,	not	a	good	idea	to	call	Left	Thrust	Ref	

whilst	you	are	asking	someone	to	shutdown	right	engine,	could	cause	

confusion	so	perhaps	after	mem	items	complete	is	more	appropriate	time	to	

make	that	call.		

This	was	a	particularly	busy	time	also	given	everything	happening	at	once,	after	

the	thrust	lever	is	retarded	in	the	mem	items,	the	effect	of	a	derated	thrust	

setting	becomes	obvious,	so	we	chose	to	select	TOGA	and	re-engage	LNAV	

VNAV	here,	which	occurred	around	1100ft	agl	as	we	were	trying	to	

accelerate.	

The	small	period	of	silence	following	the	con9irmation	of	the	BTL	DISCH	was	

when	we	intended	to	make	the	Mayday	call	however	with	the	cleanup	and	

mem	items	running,	by	the	time	we	got	to	make	the	call	the	9ire	had	gone	out	

(	within	the	30	seconds	).	

So	what	should	have	been	an	earlier	mayday	call	became	a	quick	PAN	call	with	a	

req	to	climb	above	MSA	(	we	asked	for	5000	),	and	to	sby	intentions	.(	Giving	

us	the	option	for	imm	return	until	we	knew	the	complete	situation.)	

The	FCTM	calls	for	FMC	ENG	OUT	execute	before	NNC	is	actioned,	personally	I	

always	con9irm	the	spd	window	is	open	before	asking	for	this,	on	the	FO	

pro9ile	the	spd	window	was	closed	and	when	we	activated	ENG	OUT	the	

speed	increased	to	the	coded	ENG	OUT	CLB	SPD	which	was	7kts	higher	than	



clean.	At	this	time	we	were	above	the	sector	MSA	so	it	was	OK	but	I	believe	

that	OPS	A	says	we	must	be	climbing	at	clean	spd	to	MSA.	

• NNC	ckl		(	new	guys,	no	need	to	read	the	actioned	mem	items	here,	just	

say	something	like	;		“mem	items	complete,	reference	items…	APU…	“	

• EICAS	review	/	Cx	

• After	Take	off	CKL	(	recon9ig	anti-ice/lts/radar	as	reqd	)	

AIRMANSHIP	GAP	a	chance	to	review	what	happened,	look	at	options,	GET	

WX	

ATC	advises	wx	now	350m	150	150	so	we	requested	vectors	for	a	cat3B	app	.	

obviously	this	would	be	a	good	time	to	downgrade	to	a	PAN	if	you	managed	

to	get	a	mayday	call	out	earlier.	

• Initiate	alert	phase	–	“ATTN	ISM	to	Clt	deck”	(	or	to	interphone	if	that’s	

what	you	prefer)	X2	

STAR	brief	

PA	to	pax,	include	turn	off	PEDs	for	LVO	

IOC	alert	message	...send	

We	then	used	the	remaining	time	to	send	off	a	LPA	before	setting	up	for	the	app;	

NB	the	LPA	will	come	back	with	bugger	all	data	so	in	the	real	world,	the	landing	

distance	all	engines	with	same	con9iguration	F20	one	rev	etc	will	provide	good	

info	for	all	settings,	and	typically	will	use	200ft	less	with	both	engs	operating	but	

only	one	rev	selected.	

� 	



NB:	the	new	Rwy	surface	condition	matrix	now	places	“damp”	into	the	

WET	category	whereas	previously	DRY=dry	or	damp,	so	wet	9igures	used.	

Whilst	setting	up	for	the	approach	eicas	message	‘AUTOTHROTTLE	L”	

Run	NNC,	Eicas	review,	Cx.	Now	manual	thrust	for	remainder	of	pro9ile,	and	3B	

approach	no	longer	possible	so	we	setup	for	a	3A	with	reversion	to	Cat2	possible.	

Asked	PM	to	pay	more	attention	to	the	SPD	,	very	easy	to	not	monitor	enough	

with	a	lot	happening.	

Brief	for	the	approach,	Operational	notes	included	the	LVO	stuff,	we	chose	to	

keep	landing	lts	off	,	we	included	things	like	..”	3A	so	we	will	have	a	minimums	

call,	I	expect	to	see	3	lights-ish,	look	for	‘9lare’	at	40ft,	you	call	“retard”	at	25ft	and	

AP	can	stay	in	during	rollout	(	unlike	OMAA	and	OMDB	)	

In	the	event	of	a	MAP	the	A/T	9ield	will	be	blank	so	the	modes	call	will	be	…”	set	

thrust	/	LNAV/	TOGA	/	AP”	and	PM	match	thrust	to	the	green	chevron	for	GA	

thrust.		Don’t	forget	the	positive	rate	call	in	the	process!	Non	Vnav	GA	so	when	

clean	will	select	FLCH	and	CON	and	ask	PM	“	set	con	thrust	“	once	again	just	

match	to	green	chevron	then	PF	thrust	at	level	off.	

NB:	Tac	operating	so	rudder	trim	taken	care	of	.	

We	also	reviewed	the	QRH	OPNL	INFO	LVO.	

� � 	

• DESC	CKL	

• APP	CKL	

• LDG	CKL	

During	the	base	turn	we	got	the	FUEL	IMB	eicas,	a	quick	logic	check	of	“low	tank	

live	eng”,	and	“Calc	=	tot”	so	no	leak	suspected,	cancel	and	address	in	MAP.	

GA	at	minima	due	nil	sighting,	note	there	is	a	chance	of	mainwheel	contact	with	

runway	depending	on	when	you	pressed	TOGA	on	a	3A	approach	.	

MAP	max210	kts	so	careful	not	to	bust	until	clean	spd	approved	(	222	kts	)	



• Fuel	Imb	CKL	

• Eicas	review	

• After	Takeoff	CKL	

The	MAP	segment	has	a	low	level	off	of	2000ft	and	LADMO	is	quite	close	so	have	

a	plan	in	place	unless	you	want	to	hold	here,	as	we	approached,	ATC	advised	

OMDW	now	closed	but	OMAA	offering	RNAV	approaches,	advise	intentions.	

WE	decided	to	pick	somewhere	midpoint	between	OMDW	and	OMAA	to	evaluate	

so	ODBAS	works	well	for	this,	requested	a	climb	to	4000	(	Min	alt	at	ODBAS	on	

chart	)	and	direct	to	ODBAS	to	hold	approved.		

To	achieve	climb	after	level	off	remember	FLCH/CON	and	push	the	TLs	up	

I	use	SAR	in	these	cases,	ie	to	a	Hold	somewhere,	Max	SPD?/Min	ALT?/RawData?	

ATC	gave	us	the	hold	details	of	150/L/5nm.	

� 	



� � 	

Checker	advises	you	can	assume	port	page	approval	to	9ly	the	Rnav31R	for	this	

exercise.	

AIRMANSHIP	GAP	a	chance	to	review	what	happened,	look	at	options,	GET	

WX	

On	the	way	to	hold,	we	updated	Crew	and	PAx	by	a	brief	PA.	PM	sent	off	for	an	

LPA.	

� 	

ATC	advises	the	wx	OVC800	vis1800m	so	whilst	in	hold	we	setup	for	the	

Rnav31R	app.	Keep	a	good	eye	on	your	spd	whilst	holding	with	man	thrust.	



Diversion	via	the	ALTN	page,	or	overwrite	destination	on	RTE	page,	select	the	

Rnav	31R	app	(	only	one	in	FMC	for	that	rwy	)	via	ODBAS,	and	as	this	is	where	

you	are	currently	holding,	be	sure	to	check	legs	page	before	executing	as	the	hold	

can	be	dropped	with	approach	selection	in	some	cases.		

With	the	wx	we	elected	to	setup	for	an	RNP	0.3	app,	as	per	the	Supp	procedures	

copied	and	pasted	below….	

• Minima— 

o Select the highest RNP and its associated landing minima that will result in 
the required visual reference being achieved. The approach RNP must be 
equal to or greater than 0.11. 

o Review RNP availability predictions, and check that the prediction is valid 
for the RNP associated with the intended approach procedure. The RNP 
availability prediction must be valid for the ETA. 

I am assuming the “highest” RNP provides less chance of a GA due wider RNP tolerance. 

Fcom also suggests if RNP.3 being flown it is better to leave the auto default RNP on the 
prog page, however you will need to enter the 125ft vert rnp and make sure RADNAV 
INHIBIT is on. After crossing ODBAS the RNP value did change from 1.0 to .3 and the 
advantage of default rnp is it will revert back to 1.0 for the MAP which means if you go 
around due lat deviation alert ( which we do on this profile ) , there will be no need to get 
vectors due unable nav because as soon as you pass the first wpt in MAP, the RNP defaults 
to 1.0 and NAV UNABLE RNP message clears. If you manually enter 0.3 you will need to 
remember to clear it during a busy MAP. 

We briefed the Port page approval, temp, wind and Raim checked, valid rwy wpt so at 
minima FDs can stay on and AP can stay in to 200ft agl. GA for ‘VERIFY POS’ or ‘Nav 
UNABLE RNP’ , or amber lat dev alert before RUDON, any lat OR vert  after RUDON (FF). 

Reviewed QRH RNAV RNP AR approach info. 

• DESC CKL 

• APP CKL 

• LDG CKL 

Expect to exit hold on second lap, check RNP value changes as you cross ODBAS. 

Crossing ODBAS we set the 1300 for the FF and VNAV page showed we were in ACT EO 
CRZ so expected descent to commence midway around base turn as we had vert deviation 
bars showing with VNAV ALT ( although they indicated we were 400ft high for the entire 
outbound ) with F1 and having passed the first wpt on the app , 4000ft was the CRZ ALT I 
assumed we would already be in VNAV PATH however it stayed in VNAV ALT. 

We did not go into path as I expected, so midway around base turn I pressed the MCP 
button to commence the descent to make the hard 2800ft at AA508. 

We descended in VNAV SPD then upon reaching 2800ft the mode did change to VNAV 
PATH. I think if I had waited another 30 secs at 4000ft we would seen the vert dev 
decrease to 0ft then would have commenced desc in VNAVPATH. 

( As a general rule of thumb, you can expect to be in ACT EO CRZ if you see the “unable 
crz alt” FMC message when putting in the arrival, or whenever you can see the vert 
deviation bars on PFD, or you can see a ToD circle where you expect to see it. Even if 
VNAV ALT shows, descent will still occur if a lower alt in MCP provided you are not in ACT 
ENG OUT CLB, so always a good idea to check the VNAV page. 



If you see ACT ENG OUT CLB, you have the option of inputting your current alt as the new 
CRZ ALT, the FMC will transition to ACT EO CRZ. 

Caution though there was a software issue warning if you followed this procedure and the 
first WPT constraint on the approach was the same as the CRZ alt you enter, the alt at that 
wpt may be deleted in the process, which would remove your protection at that wpt. 

The other method to get into a VNAV DESC is to use the DESC NOW prompt on VNAV3/3 
however this prompt will only show if you are NOT IN ACT EO CLB. ) 

PM calls approaching GP approx. 2nm from RUDON and minima set, easy to forget to set 
MAP as it is about this time the lat dev bars start moving to meet in the middle, we noticed 
the ANP value increasing rapidly toward .3. 

At around 1100ft we got both lat deviation bars meeting then turning amber so as we had 
some time I asked PM “ ready for the GA?” and then commenced the OEI MAP , remember 
to call “set thrust” again with the modes call, this is when the NAV UNABLE RNP eicas 
appeared. 

We were ready to request vectors however waited until crossing the first WPT AA502 
where the RNP changed to 1.o which was in excess of the .39 ANP we had so the bars and 
eicas cleared. 

The MAP was at 1000ft ish so as soon as modes called you will be setting MCP to clean 
speed and cleaning up, at clean + 80 ( the FMC VNAV uses +78 ), select FLCH and CON 
and call for PM to set con thrust. MAP spd is 230 kts on this app. 

• NNC? Fuel Imb still running so we chose to complete this as the tanks were now 
nearly balanced 

• Eicas review  

• AFTER TAKEOFF CKL 

AIRMANSHIP	GAP	a	chance	to	review	what	happened,	look	at	options,	GET	

WX	

ATC advise WX now OVC1000ft and 3km vis, ILS available so we setup for a Cat1 ILS 31R. 

Updated crew and pax with P.A 

Vectors downwind RH via EGVOS. Our MAP climb was stopped at 3000 so expect to incpt 
inside EGVOS in this case. Note the speed control on the chart is an “expect” value. 

We also cleared out the 125 vert RNP manual entry from PROG4/4 

Brief including LPA as previous. 

• DESC CKL 

• APP CKL 

• LDG CKL 

Straight forward ILS to a manual landing with manual thrust, full stop landing with max 
rev on live engine, followed by taxi clear of the runway. 

At 1500ft we got NO AUTOLAND message on PFD. 



 If you run your profile in a similar way to this one the landing weight will be bang on the 
happy weight for the ER on this approach at 220tons. That’s lighter than the usual PC sim 
weight and was pointed out by the checker in the pre sim briefing. 

RESET to 7nm final on ILS31R for an OEI Auto APP to an AUTO land using man thrust. Vis 
350/150 and cleared a CAT2 app. 

Same brief as previous..” minimums call, looking for rwy environment/aprox 5 lights, 
listening for “no flare” and then PM to call “retard” at 25ft, next event will be AP out after 
nosewheel touchdown.as per briefing NOTAM …….lets review QRH etc. 

FO PROFILE 

Slightly different as this was a crew up FO so the profile is greatly shortened. Also a lot 
less detail here as the actions and sequence is exactly the same as above. 

At hold point with engines running, make sure to refer to the briefing card to include the  
RWY/Takeoff data change CKL. 

We had the same initial SITAT2L departure off 30, with exactly the same Fire warning as 
above. 

After checklists completed ATC advise OMDW closed, OMAA offering CAT1 ILS so we got 
clearance to go direct ODBAS and hold as per previous. 

On the way there L AT INOP, so manual thrust again. 

We were vectored from the hold onto the ILS via EGVOS, established on the app we got 
HYD PRESS PRI C2 eicas, very quick CKL to run, but do remember to bring up the LDG 
CKL again if not yet completed. 

GA due nil sighting then a quick short vector back for a manual OEI landing from inside 
EGVOS. 

After landing and once clear of the RWY, ISM calls and says they are fighting a fire in the 
cabin. 

We chose to  

*Stop the A/C  

*Initiate alert phase “ATTN CREW AT STATIONS” X2 

Asked PM to let tower know we may need some assistance ..SBY 

I then called the ISM to confirm I heard correctly and to confirm the size and whether it 
was under control or not, it was not under control so we initiated the evac. 

“Evacuation CKL” 

FO may find it better to hold the QRH forward of TLs so both of us can see properly and 
read and do. Don’t forget once the decision is made to evac FO can select outflow selectors 
to man and hold in open position earlier than CKL calls for it if there is time. 

That’s it! 



P6 B777ER

Capt. Profile

OMDW lined up on the runway, RVR 150 all zones.

RTO @ 105KT,
FIRE FWD CARGO
Use the commands for alert phase, confirm the failure then commence the C/L procedure. You are stopped half way 
through the procedure. Autobrake is hard to disengage due to high deceleration rate.

TO with 150 RVR all zones. Just after V1,
FIRE ENG R
Continue take off engage autopilot at 200', at 400 start the procedure. Declare a mayday and continue on the SID, 
ask for 5000 level off. Fire goes out after the first bottle. Downgrade to pan pan. Ask for a return to OMDW.

Check the weather, 350 RVR all zones LVP apply. Setup for LVO Cat 3B, RV to GEXIK. Cleared for the ILS 30.

RVR 350 is good all the way back to Cat 2, so some reversion available. At approx 1500' you get simultaneously,
FUEL IMBALANCE (when it actually appears depends on timing of your flight so far)
L AUTOTHROTTLE

Start page 1 of FUEL IMBALANCE C/L, do the logic check then cancel this C/L. Do the AUTOTHROTTLE C/L. Note 
that with now both AT inop, cannot do a Cat3B. This will not be displayed anywhere. Revert to 3A. If this is all done 
before passing through 1000 then you can reset the minima, if it's done after 1000, do not reset the minima. Remind 
FO to make the auto call outs and the retard call. Manual thrust for the rest of the profile.

GA at minima due nil sighting. No A/T so calls are different, FO is to adjust the thrust to the GA rating on the EICAS. 
At 1000, manually set the speed to UP and clean up. At UP speed, press FLCH and conform CON thrust.

OMDW closes, divert to OMAA.

Setup for the RNP31R. The classroom briefing states that assume we are approved to do the RNP AR into OMAA.

WX is OVC0800/1800M so use the RNP0.3 as per FCOM 3 SP4.9 (not RNP0.2). RV to ODBAS and hold (He gives 
you the holding parameters of 150°IN/Left/5.0nm).

After passing ODBAS, you are now on the “published approach” and so can set the FAF altitude of 1300. It flies 
level for a while in VNAV PTH before descending. Comply with the speeds on the approach, there's a tailwind on 
base and final. At approx 1200' ANP starts to drift out 0.3.....0.31.......0.32. The lateral NPS scale turns amber and 
the bars start to close in. Initiate a GA, you then get the master caution for UNABLE RNP which goes away once you 
pass the runway waypoint and the RNP changes back to 1.0.

Published MA, then RV for ILS31R via EVGOS, weather improves OVC1000/3KM. Manual landing.

Reposition to 8nm final. EO Cat 2 to autoland. PM to call retard and disconnect AP after nose touchdown (re 
NOTAM). I had the A/P fail and therefore I had to flare manually but this has been different for a few of us. Some 
people seem to get a normal auto land.

FO Profile

Lined up position at OMDW. Exact same failure as per capt profile. Clean up but this time divert straight to OMAA.

A/T failure on way to OMAA. Manual thrust for rest of the session.

Hold at OBDAS, 152°/L/5nm dimension. Prepare for the RNP31R. Weather OVC0800/1500m so now you have to do 
the 0.2 minima. On my session, the weather was better than this and so we initially bugged for a 0.3RNP minima. 
Further into the approach the weather became worse and we re bugged for the 0.2RNP. Note that in the notes for 
the GA it says that if you’re using the 0.3 minima, the MA is done at 1.0RNP, whereas if you do the 0.2RNP minima, 



the MA is done with a 0.2RNP as well. Therefore no need to delete the RNP value during the GA as it needs to 
remain at 0.2.

FUEL IMBALANCE appears. You are in the hold so best to do it now.

HYD PRESS PRI C2 appears. Do the C/L. Turn it off, that's it.

Fly the approach which results in a GA due nil sighting. The GA is done with manual thrust so remember the calls 
which are slightly different.

RV for an ILS31 via EVGAS. Weather is OVC1000/3km. Manual landing.

At 60KT during the rollout tower reports smoke for the left side of the aircraft. Capt takes control and stops and 
enters the alert phase. Do the EVACUATION C/L.

TRAINING
Fully configured with F30 ILS31R, A/T arm switches off, thrust at idle, aircraft stalls. Recover using the "STALL, 
DISENGAGE, PUSH, ROLL, THRUST, STABILISED" method. No need to "push" too much. First one at maybe 2000' 
a second one around 700'. Once speed increases above VREF conduct a normal GA.


